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Management Summary 
 
On 18 February 2019, a cross-section of 18 people from around Coventry gathered and began a five-
day “citizens’ jury”.  A week later, 18 citizens from Greater Manchester came together and went 
through the same process. Presentations were given by, and questions asked of, five expert witnesses. 
In addition, the juries watched recorded interviews with four scenario witnesses (see below) and 
watched two videos. The jurors deliberated together, often working in small groups. 
 
The task for these 36 citizens was to tackle a set of questions about artificial intelligence (AI) 
performance and “explainability”, and specifically whether an explanation for AI decisions that affect 
people’s lives should always be provided, even if that results in less accurate AI decisions. In short, the 
juries concluded that whether or not an explanation was required depended on context, and that AI 
accuracy was more important in healthcare. . 
 
Results 
Four scenarios were constructed by the jury commissioners (the University of Manchester and the 
Information Commissioner’s Office) to provide clear choices rather than reflect real-world AI 
performance levels. In each case the juries had to decide whether it was better to choose system A, B 
or C: 
 

 System A – Expert 
System 

System B – Random 
Forests 

System C – Deep Learning 

Accuracy 75% (below human 
expert level) 

85% (human expert 
level) 

95% (beyond human level) 

Transparency Full explanation Partial explanation No explanation 

 
In the two healthcare scenarios – on using AI for stroke diagnosis, and matching donated kidneys to 
donor recipients – the two juries strongly favoured system C and thus AI performance over explanation. 
 

 Juror Votes – 
System A 

Juror Votes – 
System B 

Juror Votes - 
System C 

Stroke scenario - Coventry 0 2 16 

Stroke scenario - Manchester 0 3 15 

Kidney transplant scenario - Coventry 1 2 15 

Kidney transplant scenario - Manchester 0 0 18 
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The results from the other two scenarios – on using AI for shortlisting job candidates, and for choosing 
which defendants are offered a rehabilitation programme rather than face criminal trial - were very 
different from the health care scenarios, with many jurors recognising the importance for individuals to 
receive an explanation for decisions made about them: 
 

 Juror Votes – 
System A 

Juror Votes – 
System B 

Juror Votes - 
System C 

Recruitment scenario - Coventry 2 14 2 

Recruitment scenario - Manchester 5 6 7 

Criminal justice scenario - Coventry 8 7 3 

Criminal justice scenario - Manchester 7 6 5 

 
In group discussions, the juries identified a variety of situations in which people do not expect and/or 
receive explanations for decisions made about them – whether or not these are made using AI. On the 
final day of the juries, when asked to generalise, a majority of jurors thought that whether an 
explanation should be given for an automated decision depends on whether an explanation would 
ordinarily be expected. The question posed was: 
Should automated decisions be explained to individuals when used in contexts where a human decision-
maker would not usually be expected to provide an explanation?  
 
Jury responses to the options given were:  
 

- Automated decisions should be explained to individuals in all contexts, even if human 

decisions would not usually be explained – 0 votes (Coventry); 1 vote (Manchester) 

- Automated decisions should be explained to individuals in certain contexts, even if human 

decisions would not usually be explained in those contexts – 8 votes (Coventry); 3 votes 

(Manchester) 

- Automated decisions should not be explained to individuals in contexts where human 

decisions would not usually be explained – 10 votes (Coventry); 14 votes (Manchester). 

The mix of jury members 
 
Chosen from over 450 applicants, the members of the juries were selected to broadly represent the 
demographic mix of England (according to the 2011 census) in terms of age, gender, ethnicity, 
educational attainment and employment status. Most applicants were found through an online jobs 
website. Each applicant also answered a question, taken directly from an RSA-commissioned survey in 
20181, about how comfortable they felt with increasing automation of decision-making as AI accuracy 
improves.  The juries were recruited to give a spread of answers (from “very comfortable” to “not at all 
comfortable”) that closely matched the RSA survey answers by 2074 UK adults. 
 
Monitoring for bias 
 
The design of the juries, and presentations by witnesses, were reviewed by an independent oversight 
panel of three people. They identified changes required in order to reduce potential bias, and these 
changes were made before the juries began. The jury members were asked about the potential bias of 
witnesses, facilitators and organisers; three out of 36 jurors thought there was some bias in the 
information they received in favour of AI performance.  
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 See Figure 11 on page 30, and page 42 of the RSA report “Artificial Intelligence – Real Public Engagement”, 

available at https://www.thersa.org/discover/publications-and-articles/reports/artificial-intelligence-real-public-
engagement 
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